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How to Pull Harmless Pranks. There's nothing more fun than pulling a harmless prank on a
friend, sibling, or roommate. Prank your friends by covering their car in. We're the #1 prank call
site on the web! Send pre-recorded prank calls to your friends from a disguised number, then
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on the web! Send pre-recorded prank calls to your friends from a disguised number, then
download and share the recorded reactions on .
Whether it's April Fool's Day or you just want to do something to give her a good laugh, simple
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Funny Pranks submitted by strangers to funny practical jokes. We also have prank videos and
other funny gags and pranks. Get your butt in here! Welcome to the Happy Hour! Tonight I'm
drinking pinot noir. Be sure to film your prank and title it, "JIMMY KIMMEL, ELLIOTT MORGAN
TOLD ME TO PRANK MY.
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